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It was a summer day and I was flying over the ocean in my convertible hover beetle, it was light pink,
baby blue, and had light yellow wings to hover. I had been flying over the ocean so long looking for my
two brothers, and I have only found one his name was Ying-Yang and he was black and white with
bright yellow in the part of your eyes that are supposed to be white. I have brown eyes, and he has gray
eyes our whole family is a mix of different kind of foxes I am a fennit fox with long ears and black at the
tips, and my other brothers are swamp foxes, but we all have one thing in common…

Ying-Yang- Crystal I think were here its Kistune Island, I can see it!

Crystal- He’s probably here! I hope our parents ( Rosemary and Ameadus ) didn’t throw him out to for
being different

Ying-Yang- Is it true that when I was a baby mom and dad threw us out because they thought we were a
curse and you had to take care of me sis?

Crystal- …

Ying-Yang- It is true isn’t it, I wanna go back home to our apartment in Deerfield…

Ying-Yangs’ eyes started to water

Crystal- Don’t worry you will be safe with me I’m an a-list spy

Ying-Yang- *sniff but I want to go home why cant it be just you and me again

Crystal- Because if our brother is still there then we can get what should have been passed down to me…

Ying-Yang- What should have been passed down to you?

Crystal- The master crystal and now that I have all the ability crystals I can harness all of the master
crystals power!

Ying-Yang- But what would you use it for?

Crystal- Well lets just say I have some plans…

They enter the island it is beautiful, there is sparkling, and glowing flowers. It was something you could
only imagine it looked like an enchanted forest, you know the kind with all sorts of enchanted creatures,
it was the most beautiful place on earth!

Crystal- Wow, this is not how I remembered it.



Ying-Yang- I cant even remember it!

Village music plays in the background .

Ying-Yang- Sounds like there having a celebration!

Crystal- No, it sounds like there hanging an outsider I remember that music they almost hung me!

Ying-Yang- Well lets hurry and help the whatever their trying to hang!

Crystal- Stay back its to dangerous for you!

Crystal flies over the bushes., holding a laser gun (only people working for the government have those)

Crystal- Alright nobody move! She pulls out her badge.

The crowd is shocked everybody ran and started to do a spell to reflect the “curse”. Crystal is looking
around to see if the poor innocent creature was still alive.

Crystal - What were they about to hang? She thought to herself

“CAW” a noise came out of the corner of the clearing, crystal looked franticly, it was a bird! A light blue
and dark blue bird! It was one of those magic bird that could take an element and use it as an ability (it
also changes color like if it was fire it would be orange and red)

Crystal- OMG I cant believe they would try to kill such a beautiful creature! Ying-Yang come quick! She
yelled

Ying-Yang- What is it crystal?! He yelled from a short distance

Crystal- Just look!

Ying-Yang examined the bird, it was very unhealthy looking after almost being killed.

Ying-Yang- Cool, can we keep it?

Crystal- Only if I get to name it!

Ying-Yang- No fair!

Crystal- I think I will name you Lite because you kind of glow!

Ying-Yang- what’s it holding?

Crystal’s eyes lit up!

Crystal- That’s the crystal staff! Don’t you get it, even if we don’t find our brother we can stiff get the



Master Crystal!

Ying-Yang- What?

Crystal- Don’t you get it dummy, it our ticket into the city part of this island!

Ying-Yang- But don’t we have to get through the forest?

Crystal- DUH! I’m thinking we’ve got ourselves a new friend and a adventure!
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